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selves, but by a class of employers who united all the differ-
ent branches of the industry under a single control. Con-
fined to the purely manual functions, and dependent on
an employer for the provision of materials, the artisan was
transformed into a wage-earner paid by the piece, although
the work was still carried on at home as under the gild
system. Lastly, in the factory stage the workers own neither
the material as under the gild system, nor the instruments
of production as under the domestic system ; and they are
assembled under an employer's roof, subjected to the
discipline of the factory, and restricted to the service of one
master.
Survivals The gild system was most widely prevalent in the Middle
^ihehold Ages, the domestic system in the sixteenth, seventeenth
and gild and eighteenth centuries, and the factory system in the
systems, nineteenth century: but all stages of industrial organiza-
tion overlap. Traces of the household system persisted to
the nineteenth century. Eden, writing in 1797, states that
in the North of England almost every article of dress,
except shoes and hats, was manufactured at home*. Home-
made woollens were ' huswives' cloth', and in 1622 the
clothiers demanded that " huswives may not make cloth
to sell again, but [only] for the provision of themselves and
their families" 2. Evidence of the survival of the gild
system is found in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
According to an account written in 1615, " yarn is weekly
brought into the market by a great number of poor people
that will not spin to the clothier for small wages, but have
stock enough to set themselves on work, and do weekly
buy their wool in the market by very small parcels accord-
ing to their use, and weekly return it in yarn, and make
good profit thereof, having the benefit both of their labour
and of the merchandise, and live exceeding well". These
yarn-makers were " so many in number that it is supposed
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